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Abstract
In many Genetic Algorithms applications the objective is to nd a nearoptimal solution using a limited amount of
computation Given these requirements it is dicult to nd a good balance between exploration and exploitation
Usually such a balance is found by tuning the various parameters like the selective pressure population size the
mutation and crossover rate of the Genetic Algorithm As an alternative we propose simultaneous tuning of the
selective pressure and the disruptiveness of the recombination operators Our experiments show that the combination
of a proper selective pressure and a highly disruptive recombination operator yields superior performance The reduction
mechanism used in a SteadyState GA has a strong in	uence on the optimal crossover disruptiveness Using the worst
tness deletion strategy the building blocks present in the current best individuals are always preserved This releases
the crossover operator from the burden to maintain good building blocks and allows us to tune crossover disruptiveness
to improve the search for better individuals
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  Introduction
Genetic Algorithms have been applied to a variety of problems In many practical applications of GAs
the main objective is to nd reasonable solutions within a reasonable amount of computation where the
exact meaning of reasonable diers per application One interpretation of this statement is that one wants
to nd a near	optimal solution with a high probability using limited computational eorts few function
evaluations	 Hence we have to nd the proper balance between exploration and exploitation and we have
to prevent premature convergence
A typical application involves choosing a specic type of Genetic Algorithm dening the operators and
tuning the parameters of the GA These parameters are for example the probability of applying mutation
the probability of applying recombination the size of the population and the selective pressure In GAs
using linear ranking and tournament selection the selective pressure can be tuned by means of the ranking
bias for linear ranking and the tournament size for tournament selection Linear ranking and tournament
selection t nicely together in the sense that the maximal selective pressure of linear ranking corresponds to
the minimal selective pressure of tournament selection when populations are not too small
We suggest that disruptiveness of the recombination operators is added to the list of important GA
parameters Disruptiveness of the recombination operator can have a strong in
uence on the search process
and we advice a high disruptiveness combined with an appropriate selective pressure in order to obtain a
rapid GA
One way of tuning the disruptiveness of recombination operators is to control the number of crossover
points De Jong et al studied the in
uence of multipoint crossover  and Syswerda dened and tested the
uniform crossover  which can be tuned using a biased coin The generalized nary crossover operators  
 GA convergence velocity 
adjusts the number of parents in order to tune disruptiveness
In this paper we focus on SteadyState GAs   using a bit representation This GA will be applied
to function optimization problems as these problems are often used as a test suite in GA related papers
However we think that most statements in this paper are of a more general nature they can be applied
to other kinds of problems and other representations too We will consider linear ranking and tournament
selection as a selection mechanism and we will combine these with random deletion and worst tness deletion
as a reduction mechanism For the problems we consider it turns out that simultaneous tuning of selective
pressure and recombination disruptiveness can result in a GA that outperforms GAs using the standard set
of tunable parameters
The paper is organized as follows In section  we discuss dierent ways to speed up a GA In section 
we present an analysis of bitvariances and introduce a dynamic notion of disruptiveness Then section 
contains the experimental setup and section  gives the results of the experiments Finally the conclusions
are given in section 
 GA convergence velocity
In many applications of GAs nding global optimal solutions requires far too much computation In such
cases it is necessary to nd parameter settings that increase the convergence velocity of the GA without
resulting in too early premature convergence An often applied method is minimizing the population size in
order to obtain more rapid progress Squeezing the population size too much can easily lead to stochastic
sampling errors as a smaller population carries less information This results in premature convergence
leading to deterioration of the obtained solutions
Another method to speed up a GA is increasing the selective pressure As a result the GA is allocating
more reproductive trials to ttest individuals in the population It often is not advisable to make tournament
sizes too large as this might enlarge the probability of premature convergence In order to understand the
in
uence of the selective pressure let us have a look on the eect of the tournament size when applying
tournament selection Let   be the rank of a certain individual in the population consisting of n individuals
and let b be the tournament size We dene P
  
n b	 to be the probability that a selected individual has
rank smaller than or equal to  
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  
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 
 
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Figure  shows P
 
as a function of the rank   a higher rank corresponds to a tter individual	 and a
pool size  The four curves shown correspond respectively to tournament sizes    and  As the
tournament size increases the distribution concentrates near the better individuals and larger parts of the
population are shielded from the evolution process That is when enlarging the tournament size the GA
is focusing on a smaller part of the population This results in a reduction of the eective population size
thereby again enlarging the probability of premature convergence
To see the relation between linear ranking and tournament selection at least for suciently large popu
lations	 we can use the following approximation
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If we take a tournament size b   then we get the same distribution as for linear ranking with the ranking
bias of  which is the maximal possible bias for linear ranking
A less traditional method to speed up a GA is to increase the disruptiveness of the operators A more
disruptive operator can result in a better exploration of the search space A disadvantage of a highly
disruptive operator is that it easily leads to the loss of already discovered building blocks An appropriate
selection scheme can help in avoiding this kind of losses The often used combination of tness proportional
selection and onepoint crossover operator relies on making many copies of discovered building blocks in
order to prevent the loss of already discovered building blocks As evaluating nearly	identical individuals
does not oer much new information such a setting is inappropriate when rapid convergence is needed
 Variances of Bits 
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Figure  P
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b n	 for n   and tournament size  
In the next section we investigate the role of disruptiveness in recombination operators We do this by
tracing vectors of bit variances and propose a new dynamic denition of the probability of schema disruption
 Variances of Bits
Evolution is often visualized at phenotypic level where one observes the development of average and current
best tness as a function of the number of function evaluations In order to gain a better understanding of
the behavior of recombination operators we traced the evolution process at genotypic level
Given a population of bitstrings one can calculate the expected value Ea and the variance V a of each
bit a over the population Note that V a  Ea Ea

 since a bit can only take the value  or  For a
random initial population of a reasonable size Ea will be  for each bit a This implies that V a is close
to  In a population that has converged completely to one specic bitstring the variances of all bits will
be  Given a population of bitstrings we can assign a bitvariance vector by taking the variances of the
successive bits Bit convergence can than be visualized by tracing the evolution of this vector During the
evolution the variance of bits will decrease However this will not happen at the same rate for all bits Some
bits are more signicant than other bits in the sense that the specic value of some bits have much more
in
uence on tness than the value of other bits The variance in the values of the most signicant bits tends
to decrease rapidly When the variance in the value of a bit gets small the probability that a less frequent
value appears in a child gets small assuming the mutation rate is not too high The in
uence a certain bit a
has on the tness of the individual becomes more important as the values for bits that are more signicant
than bit a have converged This way the signicance of bits is re
ected in a structure on the bitvariance
landscape obtained when tracing the evolution of the bitvariance vector
As an example Figure  shows a sequence of bitvariance vectors for a GA trying to optimize a dimensional
Griewangk function The Griewangk function will be discussed in the next section	 The bitstring consists
of a concatenation of two bit xed point integers using binaryre
ected Gray coding where the leftmost
bit is the signbit followed by the most signicant bit The back of this graph corresponds to the random
initial population where alle bitvariances are close to their maximal value
When studying operators their disruptiveness is an important aspect   In order to describe operator
disruptiveness one is often calculating the probability of schema disruption P
d
 PI H
c
and H
p
 where H
c
is the event that schemata H is not in the child and H
p
is the event that schemata H appears in exactly
one of the parents Although many interesting observations regarding operator behavior can be obtained
using this denition  we are more interested interaction between the recombination operator and a nite
population and therefore in the probability that a discovered schemata will survive in a population So we
are interested in P
d
 PI H
c
jH
q
 where H
q
is the event that a schemata is present in at least one of the
 Set up of the Experiments 
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Figure  Evolving bitvariance vectors for a bit twodimensional Griewangk function
parents This can be rewritten as PI H
c
and H
q
PI H
q
 Here the numerator is a constant that diers per
operator and the denominator changes due to the evolution of the population When a GA is doing a good
job and converges to the global optimum the quantity PI H
q
 will either go to  if schemata H is present in
the global solution of PI H
q
 will go to  if it is not This means that the probability of disruption decreases
for good schemata and increases for bad schemata as the GA converges This is exactly the behavior we
need to nd the solution
By applying this more dynamic denition of the disruptiveness that includes a notion of a changing pop
ulation we can gain new insights For example we can obtain intuition why disruptive crossover operators
might work Using the rst static	 denition of P
d
 it seems hard to imagine that a disruptive operator such
as the uniform crossover can outperform a onepoint crossover bits that are close to one another are likely
to belong to the same integer and therefore are likely to be closely related and uniform crossover seems
to destroy these connections and is unlikely to leave schemata of high order in intact Using the second
dynamic	 denition of P
d
we get a dierent picture Bitvariance vectors give a rough view of evolution at
genotypic level we can use such vectors to understand the in
uence of the changing population If the vari
ance in a certain bit is decreasing the probability of obtaining a value  or  when applying a recombination
operator is not equal anymore so the preferred value of a bit appears As a result good schemata seem to
multiply themselves more easily than schemata resulting in a bad performance Given the second denition
of P
d
 we see that a raising value for PI H
q
 which corresponds to a schemata of relatively high tness will
result in the recombination operator getting less disruptive for schemata H
 Setup of the Experiments
We consider SteadyState GAs   During a single cycle of such a GA only a small fraction of the
total population is replaced In our experiments one child is produced and replaces an individual of the
population A single cycle consist of selection production and reduction According to Syswerda  a
SteadyState algorithm will behave almost identically to a Generational GA when random deletion is used
as a reduction schedule In many applications a worst tness deletion is applied which causes a selective
pressure since the average tness is likely to rise due to replacement of the worst performing individual by
the new ospring and good individuals have a relatively long lifetime
We use tournament selection as this mechanism is used in many applications because of its tunable
selective pressure that can vary over a large range In order to change the selective pressure tournaments of
dierent sizes ranging from  to  are used A tournament size of  corresponds to uniform selection which

 Results of the Experiments 
alone induces no selective pressure at all A tournament size of  only makes sense when it is combined with
a reduction mechanism that does induce selective pressure
An individual in the population consists of the concatenation of xedpoint integers using a binaryre
ected
Gray coding The population consists of  individuals A mutation rate of k is applied where k is the
length of the bitstrings The number of function evaluations is limited to  Recombination is applied
always in order to prevent multiple copies from the same individual being created If the Hamming distance
between two parents is d then the standard recombination creates ospring that will be at a Hamming
distance d from the parents on average This is a much larger Hamming distance than can be expected
from a mutation operator as long as the parents are not almost identical
Several recombination operators with tunable disruptiveness are available We give three examples
 The npoint crossover By increasing the number of crossover points this operator gets more disrup
tive 
 The generalized nary recombination operators with adjustable arity as introduced in  
 The uniform crossover of Syswerda  can be tuned by using a biased coin P

 	 
In the experiments we are going to apply the diagonal crossover a generalized nary version of the one
point crossover	 and npoint crossover The disruptiveness of this operator can be tuned easily by adjusting
its number of parents Diagonal crossover with arity p selects p  	 distinct crossover points resulting in
p chromosome segments in each of the p parents and composes p ospring by taking the pieces from the
parents along the diagonals For p   diagonal crossover coincides with the traditional point crossover
We use a modied version of diagonal crossover produces just one ospring in order to reduce the sampling
error
In the experiments we used two standard function optimization problems which are known to be dicult
the dimensional Schwefel function and the dimensional Griewangk function The Schwefel function is
dened as
fx	  n
n
X
i 
x
i
sin
 
p
jx
i
j

where   x
i
  The global minimum of zero is obtained for x      	 In the
Schwefel function the best and second best optimum are far apart
The Griewangk function is dened as
fx	   
n
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

n
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i 
cos

x
i
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i

where   x
i
  The global minium of zero is obtained for x       	 One of the characteristics
of the Griewangk function is that the dierent dimensions can not be optimized independently of one another
All experiments are repeated  times
 Results of the Experiments
Figure  and  show the rate of success when optimizing the dimensional Schwefel function A run
is assumed to be successful if the tness of the overall best individual found is less than 

 The two
horizontal axes show the tournament size and the number of parents A higher tournament size corresponds
to a higher selective pressure and a higher number of parents corresponds to a higher disruptiveness Figure 
shows the results when using random deletion and Figure  shows the results when applying worst tness
deletion
Table  contains a brief summary of results obtained when optimizing the Schwefel function using the
modied diagonal crossover Table  contains the same summary for a GA using the npoint crossover
When using a random deletion schedule which most closely corresponds to a generational GA a large
tournament size is needed to in order to nd the global optimum This high tournament size is necessary
as all individuals have the same probability of being deleted n where n is the size of the population	
In order to prevent the loss of discovered good building blocks probably present in the best performing
individuals a high bias towards these individuals is needed This high tournament size results in many
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Figure  Schwefel function optimized by a SteadyState GA with tournament selection and random deletion
using the modied diagonal crossover A success rate   was obtained when using a tournament and
 parents during crossover
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Figure  Schwefel function optimized by a SteadyState GA with tournament selection and worst tness dele
tion using the modied diagonal crossover A success rate   was obtained when using a tournament
and  parents during crossover
partial	 copies of the best few individuals being created When a worst deletion schedule is applied the
lifetime of an individual is strongly related to its relative tness within the current population In that case
relatively t individuals never get lost and there is no reason to assign multiple copies to such individuals
In fact assigning multiple copies is a waste of computation and might lead to an allocation of too many
reproductive trials to the multiplied individuals  and therefore lead to premature convergence For this
reason the worst tness deletion mechanism is best combined with a low tournament size
The same set of experiments has been applied to optimize the Griewangk function Here a run is assumed
to be successful if the tness of the overall best individual found is below 

 Table  shows the results
Random Del Worst Del
Selection par success r par success r
Unif sel     
tourn     
tourn     
Table  Modied diagonal crossover best amount of disruptiveness for dierent combinations of the selection
and deletion schedules on Schwefel function par  number of parents	
pRandom Del Worst Del
Selection Xp success r Xp success r
Unif sel    
tourn     
tourn    
Table  Npoint crossover best amount of disruptiveness for dierent combinations of the selection and
deletion schedules on Schwefel function Xp  number of crossover points	
Random Del Worst Del
Selection par success r par success r
Unif sel     
tourn     
tourn    
Table  Modied diagonal crossover best amount of disruptiveness for dierent combinations of the selection
and deletion schedules on Griewangk function par  number of parents	
when applying the modied diagonal crossover and Table  shows the results when applying the npoint
crossover Again we see that a low selective pressure combined with reasonably high disruptiveness of the
recombination operator seems the appropriate setting The best results are obtained when applying diagonal
crossover using a number of parents somewhere between  and  but this time a tournament size of 
corresponding to uniform selection performs even better than a tournament size of  When applying an
npoint crossover we see a preference for a high selective pressure Unfortunately we can not draw more
conclusions as the number of times a GA applying npoint crossover converges is too low
In order to get a better comparison to other GAs we also performed a set of tests using a standard
Generational GA This GA uses tournament selection and a point or point crossover with probability
of P
c
  All other parameters are equal to those used in the SteadyState GA Figure  shows the average
best individual as a function of the number of function evaluations The curves are again obtained by taking
averages over  independent runs The Generational GA converges much slower than the SteadyState
GA After approximately   

function evaluations the best individual starts even to deteriorate This
is probably the result of crosscompetition between the well performing building blocks of short dening
length  When the diversity in these building blocks decreases the probability the current best individual
is present in subsequent generations starts to decrease too When applying a more disruptive crossover such
as the point crossover this deterioration appears even earlier When optimizing the Griewangk function
we also see slow initial convergence and deterioration of the population when convergence stagnates In
order to prevent this deterioration we also did some tests using the Generational GA with a population size
of  instead of  Using such a large population size the success rate is  but the optimum is never
obtained in less than   

function evaluations
Random Del Worst Del
Selection Xp success r Xp success r
Unif sel    
tourn    
tourn    
Table  Npoint crossover best amount of disruptiveness for dierent combinations of the selection and
deletion schedules on Griewangk function Xp  number of crossover points	
 Conclusions 	
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Figure  Comparison between a Generational GA GGA	 point or point crossover P
c
 	 and a
SteadyState GA SSGA	 using parent or parent modied diagonal crossover P
c
 	 on the Schwefel
function Both GAs use a population size of 
 Conclusions
The disruptiveness of a recombination operator is usually expressed as a static value that only depends
on the schema and the operator in consideration A more sophisticated picture of schema survival can
be obtained by using a dynamic measure of disruptiveness as we introduced in section  This denition
includes the interaction between an operator and the population it is applied to Tracing evolution at a
genotypic level by means of bitvariance vectors we can get a good picture of the role of disruptiveness in
recombination operators Furthermore the dierences between disruptiveness in a recombination and in a
mutation operator become clear by this view In particular recombination disruptiveness for a schema H
depends upon the probability that schema H is present in at least one of the parents For this reason a
disruptive	 recombination can help in increasing population diversity and preventing multiple copies from
arising without harming the search process However a very disruptive bit 
ipping	 mutation operator will
change the GA in something like a randomized hillclimber
We observed that there is a correlation between the optimal values of selective pressure and recombination
disruptiveness GAs that enforce a low selective pressure often require a recombination operator which has
a low disruptiveness in order to preserve discovered good schemata Higher selective pressures allow the
application of more disruptive recombination operators As one increases selective pressure it even becomes
necessary to use a more disruptive recombination operator in order to prevent premature convergence For
this purpose we need disruptiveness in the recombination operator as the recombination is better able to
maintain discovered schemata than a mutation operator
In practical applications one often needs a problem solver that nds reasonable solutions using a limited
amount of computation When applying a GA with this objective in mind a SteadyState GA using worst
tness deletion and a disruptive recombination operator is our preferred combination Furthermore instead
of tuning the probability of crossover we set to P
c
  and tune the recombination disruptiveness
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